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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Ski Runner!

Finals week is coming up fast and I just feel
like I’m way too stressed. How would you
recommend beating the finals week overexhaustion? - End of My Rope
Dear Rope’s End,
Ye Olde Finals Week has been the bane of
every single student that has ever entered the
snow-laden world of Michigan Technological University. The combination of exams, heavily overdue papers, begging and pleading with
teachers to raise your grade (“I was only off by 300 points, can’t you
bump my grade up to a D?”) and the planning of the best way to burn
your accursed textbooks can put the strain on even the hardiest, most
confident person. But, there are ways to help keep yourself from desiring to drink seven bottles of tequila and dance nakedly on the dining
hall tables to ease the stress!
First: Get laid. Got a girlfriend or boyfriend? Friend with benefits? Frat
mattress access? You know what to do. The time spent getting jiggy
will help you from getting wiggy later and flipping out. Well worth it.
Second? Sacrifices to the Elder Gods. You may find that their powerful
magic may mysteriously cause your grades to go from failing to instant
Dean’s List. Or you might, y’know, summon the end of existance, but
hey? Worth a shot, right? Third, and most importantly, DON’T PANIC.
It says so in big, friendly letters on the back of The Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy, which if you didn’t know, holds the answer to every
multiple choice test ever created, ever. Check the appendix section.
And you didn’t hear any of that from me, because it ain’t my fault if
you, uh, ‘accidentally’ find the answers for that crazy exam coming up.

Pokemon Profile Picture Month
Are you game? Tauros!

“Cast Iron Carl” Blair Kidnaps Students,
Imprisons them in Castle Tower
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull UK Correspondent

Watch out, Michigan Tech! After
too many semesters of teaching
World Cultures and not being
given enough free time to smelt
iron, Professor Carl Blair has lost
it completely. “Cast Iron Carl,” as
some have called him, has been
exposed as a serial kidnapper
of Michigan Tech students – but
Blair’s methods are more convoluted and (oddly) generous than
most.
One former kidnapping victim
was willing to come forth to
the Daily Bull. Wanting to remain
anonymous, our informant will
be called “Koopa Troopa.” Said
Koopa, “There I was, just sitting
in an archaeology class, when
all of a sudden everything went
dark! I woke up in a van with a
handful of other students and
knew we were being taken away
somewhere. When we all finally

had the blindfolds taken off, we
found that we were inside a
castle. NO SHIT, a real castle, with
bricks and towers and wrought
iron bars.”
The small band of students sitting
in their little prison pieced together that Blair had grown weary of engineers complaining “so
damn much” about having to do
HASS credits. “It’s not that hard,
people. You take a HASS class,
you write some papers, badabing, bada-boom, you’ve got
yourself your requirements. But,
no, something about that seems
to be ‘difficult’ for some people.
So I decided to take matters into
my own hands,” Blair noted in a
sworn court document shortly
after his arrest.
Koopa Troopa explained that the
...see CASTLE! on back

“Pleeeeasseee Professor Blair, can I go home now?”
“NO. Keep appreciating!”

The Cruise Ships of Religions
by Steve Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

Recently I read an article about a woman who was trapped aboard
The Church of Scientology’s cruise ship called “Free Winds.” She was
allegedly taken from her mother when the mother decided to leave
the Scientologist faith, and was placed aboard the cruise ship. She
had been trapped there for the past decade before finally being able
to leave and had been forced to do hard labor aboard the ship. This
got me thinking, if Scientology has a cruise ship what would other
religions have them and what are they like? Here I present you with
some of my findings.
Judaism
The Jewish people of this world can rest and relax aboard the S.S.
Shalom. It is a former Israeli naval ship converted to service guests
with kosher tastes, as well as fend off any angry terrorists. Aboard you
can sample the finest kosher dill pickles and deli meats. It is a popular
...see IM ON A BOAT on back
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students being held in the castle
were told they would be released only if they “appreciated
the ever-loving shit out of the
ruins.” Blair swore to give them a
whole pile of HASS credits if they
stared and stared and stared at
the castle and found something
interesting to say about it.
Overall, said Koopa, it was not
the worst kidnapping experience of her life. “One time, I got
cornered by this professor who
just wouldn’t stop talking, and it
was cold outside. It was actually
worse than being held prisoner
in a castle for six weeks.”
Police say that Blair is being
charged with grand theft student, credit card fraud (for
putting the airfare bill under the
name of “Maude the Gorilla”),
and indecent public use of an
iron smelter to make “humorously
shaped” iron gates.
Meanwhile, Koopa is being treated at the Houghton County Mental Health Clinic for severe Stockholm Syndrome. “After a few
weeks being suck like Princess
Peach in that castle, I stopped
being mad at Blair for kidnapping me. It was kind of like being
thrown back into the Medieval
times, you know? He even fed
us and gave us a poop-ton of
those stupid gen-ed credits we
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needed…” Koopa’s release date
is unknown.
Michigan Tech Public Safety has
warned students to beware of
any person who refers to iron
too many times in a day. “It is
likely that they are accomplices
or informants to ‘Cast Iron Carl,’”
noted one officer, “and should
be regarded as highly unstable
due to their unconventional
teaching methods.”

For reals, though: if you are interested in earning a pile of HASS
credits, getting to spend time
in England, looking at castles,
saying “loo” instead of “bathroom,” or drinking beer at an
actual pub, you should probably contact Dr. Blair (cblair@
mtu.edu) about next summer’s
trip. If you don’t, he might stuff
the entire Bull staff on a plane
and make us go look at old
kingdoms and castles, and other frightening oldy timey stuff…
Also, thanks to Bull fan “Koopa
Troopa” for the photo credit.

place for families to hold a Bris
(babies born on the ship), or a
Bar/Bat Mitzvah.
Catholicism
Aboard S.S. John Paul I a.k.a.
“The Catholic Boat,” one can
sample the finest blessed wines
and seek one-on-one counsel
with the many ordained priests
that inhabit the ship. It is a popular place for among young people on spring break to the large
discount that boys aged 10-14

receive.
Islam
Muslims can ride aboard “Muhammad’s Pearl” where adults
and children alike can sit in utter
boredom due to the lack of alcohol consumption that makes
cruise ships bearable. [Editor’s
Note: On the other hand, they
do get to eat some of the most
delicious food EVER.]

Agnosticism
For the unsure there is
the “S.S. How Can We
know.” Aboard this ship
the guests like to argue
inability to know. Guest
are given free access to
all the Dr. Pepper they
can drink, but it’s the
only drink they can have
because, as mentioned
on South Park, there is
no way of knowing the
exact flavor. Or the exThe Athiest Ship, SS Not Existant, captained by
Michael McDoesntexist
acty 23 flavors...

Maze: Cuberted

from Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

